Experimental hydraulics on fish-friendly trash-racks: an ecological approach
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Abstract

The obstruction of fish migratory routes by hydroelectric facilities is worldwide one of the major threats to freshwater fishes. During downstream migration, fish may be injured or killed on the trash-racks or in the hydropower turbines. Fish-friendly trash-racks that combine both ecological and technical requirements are a solution to mitigate fish mortality at a low operational cost. This study presents results from an experimental investigation of head-losses and the hydrodynamic performance of six angled trash-rack types with 15 mm bar spacing, varying bar-setup (vertical-streamwise, vertical-angled and horizontal bars) and bar profiles (rectangular and drop shape) under steady flow conditions. The trash-racks were positioned at 30° to the wall of the flume and combined with a bypass at their downstream end. The impact of the different trash-rack types on the upstream flow field was characterized using Image based Volumetric 3-component Velocimetry (V3V) and at the bypass-entrance using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). The results show that trash-racks with vertical-streamwise and horizontal oriented bars with drop-shape profiles have similar head-losses (13% difference), while trash-racks with vertical-angled bars provide 3-8 times larger head-losses compared to the remaining configurations. The velocity measurements showed that the highest flow velocities occurred for configurations with vertical-angled bars (0.67 m s⁻¹ and 0.81 m s⁻¹ on average, respectively). Turbulence related parameters (e.g. Reynolds shear stresses and Turbulent kinetic energy) were also investigated to evaluate the performance of the alternative trash-racks from both, engineering and ecological perspectives.
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1. **Introduction**

River fragmentation by hydroelectric facilities is a well-known phenomenon affecting native migratory fish (Larinier, 2001). For example, the populations of anadromous Atlantic salmon (*Salmo salar*) and the endangered catadromous European eel (*Anguilla Anguilla*) decreased significantly in Europe due to the hydropower dams (Hindar et al., 2003, ICES, 2001). This problem is typically associated with the demanding passage through the artificial barriers in both up- and downstream directions (Calles and Greenberg, 2009, Larinier, 2008, Lundqvist et al., 2008, Martignac et al., 2013). During downstream migration, fish face diverted paths as the streamflow is divided at the intake of a hydropower plant (HPP). The entrance to the intake channel is in most cases equipped with trash-racks to protect the turbines from debris, sediment and floating ice (Mosonyi, 1991). They are typically perpendicularly oriented to the flow with 50-150 mm bar spacing (Mosonyi, 1991) and can therefore, besides their operational purpose, be used to prevent larger fish from entering the intake of a HPP. The trash-racks can affect migrating fish as they delay migration significantly or cause injuries, sometimes lethal, depending on the size and type of the HPP and its intake structures (Bruijs and Durif, 2009). The mortality associated with hydropower intakes and turbines may be high when fish are either small enough to swim/drift through the trash-rack bars and pass through the turbines or large enough to be pinged onto the trash-rack surface in cases when the approach flow exceeds their swimming capability (Adam and Bruijs, 2006). One solution is the adoption of alternative designs of trash-racks, which prevents both rack passage, impingement and guide the fish towards a bypass (Calles et al., 2013).
Several studies have explored different fish friendly trash-racks designs (Amaral et al., 2002, Boubee and Williams, 2006, Larinier, 2008). One approach is to reduce the bar spacing to prevent juvenile fish from passing through the bars (Bruijs and Durif, 2009), another is to incline the trash-racks from the bottom (so called inclined trash-racks) or angle them to the side (so called angled trash-racks) (DWA, 2005). These designs can be also used to guide the fish either to the surface (at inclined trash-racks), or to the side of the trash-rack (at angled trash-rack types) where the fish may circumvent the obstacle using a bypass channel (Calles et al., 2012). Other studies tested the bars in different positions (Albayrak et al., 2017, Tsikata et al., 2014). The study of Boes et al. (2016) indicated that trash-racks with horizontal bars combined with a bypass can be a preferable solution for fish protection at smaller HPPs, while trash-racks with vertical bars can be an alternative for larger HPPs. The design of an optimal solution taking into account economy and ecology requires the consideration of a number of abiotic parameters such as head-losses and maintenance. In this context, Raynal et al. (2013) investigated the effect of bar-alignment (vertically streamwise oriented bars and vertically angled bars so called ‘classical’ trash-racks) on head losses and flow characteristics upstream of the trash-racks. They found that trash-racks with vertically angled bars are characterized by significantly larger head-losses and higher velocities at the upstream side of the trash-racks.

The efficiency of a bypass for downstream passage of fish is strongly dictated by the hydraulic conditions at the entrance of the structure, which vary with the design of the associated trash-racks. The effect of hydrodynamics of the flow on the swimming performance and behavior of fish has long been recognized (Kroese et al., 1978, Kroese and Schellart, 1992). Fish can detect water motions in their immediate surroundings by
using neuromasts, that can be located superficially all over the fish skin (superficial neuromasts) or under the skin in the head and along the length the fish (canal neuromasts). Superficial neuromasts have been shown to respond to changes in external flow velocity while canal neuromasts respond to variations in external flow acceleration (related with changes in external flow pressure) (Chagnaud et al., 2007, Kroese et al., 1978, Kroese and Schellart, 1992, Barbier and Humphrey, 2009). Thus, it is imperative to improve knowledge on the hydraulic conditions at the vicinity of trash-racks and associated bypasses.

Besides the standard flow characteristics (e.g. time-averaged velocity distributions) typically explored in trash-rack experiments ((Albayrak et al., 2017, Tsikata et al., 2009), turbulent flow characteristics may be important for fish movement and the tolerance and preferences of fish to the surrounding flow patterns (Drucker and Lauder, 1999, Silva et al., 2016). Fish are also known to react to flow heterogeneity on smaller distances of centimeters to body length (Enders et al., 2012), which can compromise their orientation, stability and swimming capacity, concomitantly increasing the energetic costs associated to swimming (Silva et al., 2016). For instance, Tritico (2009) found that vortexes play a critical role for fish swimming stability showing that more detailed analysis of flow patterns offer better understanding of the flow conditions from fish perspectives. Moreover, several studies have shown that turbulence parameters such as turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress can be essential to seize the difference between fish preferences and repulsion (Enders et al., 2003, Liao, 2007, Silva et al., 2011). Turbulent flow characteristics can be determined in experiments with trash-racks by using advanced measurement technologies such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) (e.g. Raynal et al., 2013, Sayeed-Bin-Asad, 2009, Tsikata et al., 2009).
Here we explored the head-losses and the hydrodynamic performance of six angled trash-rack designs with varying bar-angles, -profiles and -orientation under steady flow conditions using a combination of Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) and Volumetric 3-component Velocimetry techniques. This facilitated a detailed study of the hydrodynamics of the flow for different trash-racks configurations and associated bypasses. The hydraulic results are discussed in relation to existing knowledge on behavioral responses of salmonid smolts and silver eels, and the operational feasibility of the designs.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental setup

Experiments were carried out in a 1.0 m-wide, 12.5 m-long and 1.0 m-deep recirculating flume in the hydraulic laboratory of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. In the experiments, the horizontal flume bed was smooth (plastic-bed) and the glass-sided walls provided visual access to the flow. Discharge was measured with inductive discharge meters in the return-pipes to the flume-inlet and water depths in the flume were measured at four locations along the flume using piezometers (P1 to P4) installed at the flume centerline and at distances of x = 8.125, 6.875, 5.625, and 3.125 m, respectively from the flume inlet.

The tested trash-racks were 1.7 m long and 0.9 m wide and were installed in the middle section of the flume (x = 7.06 m from the inlet) with an inclination of $\beta = 30^\circ$ to the wall (Fig. 1), a setup which had also been tested by Raynal et al. (2013) and Albayrak et al. (2017). Two different bar shapes (rectangular (PR) and hydrodynamic (PH) – based on Raynal et al. (2013) (Fig. 1b) were tested for three different bar-setups: (i) vertical bars aligned with the flow (streamwise orientation- racks I and II), (ii) vertical bars, angled 60º to the flow (hence perpendicular to the trash-rack main axis; racks III and IV), and (iii) horizontal orientated bars (racks V and VI) (Table 1). The bar width ($b$), length ($L$) and the space between bars ($e$) were of 8 mm, 64 mm and 15 mm, respectively. The ratio of bar to flume width used in this study was chosen in accordance with the criteria used by Raynal et al. (2013). Moreover, the bar spacing of 15 mm was adapted from Nyqvist et al. (2017) who indicated that such a bar spacing improves downstream passage of salmonid kelts.
Fig. 1. Experimental setup and sampling locations in a straight open-channel. (A) The position of the trash-rack and the surrounding elements: bypass at the downstream end of the grid, the P1-P3 piezometers and the sampled volume of the V3V measurements. (B) The locations of the velocity measurements at the entrance of the bypass section, using ADV. The coordinate system of the bypass is originated at the bottom of the ramp. (C) The adapted bar profiles for the experiments: rectangular (PR) on the right and hydrodynamic shape (PH) on the left.

A bypass-structure was constructed at the downstream end of the trash-racks (Fig. 1a). The bypass consisted of an entrance ramp with an angle of $\beta_b = 30^\circ$ and a bypass channel of 100 mm width elevated 354 mm from the bottom of the flume. The ramp
design was based on results of Silva et al. (2016) in a study on the downstream swimming behavior of the European eel (*Anguilla anguilla*) and Iberian barbel (*Barbus bocagei*) over modified spillways. The flow in the bypass was separated from the main flow in the flume by a 4 m long and 8 mm thick wall. The bypass-structure was a fixed element in all the experiments and the flow rate through the bypass was determined from flow velocity measurements (see further below).

All experiments were carried out with a water depth of $h = 500 \pm 5$ mm. The water levels during the experiments were determined using the aforementioned piezometers.

Friction losses associated with the flume structure ($\Delta h_0$) were determined in preliminary tests without trash-racks for four flow discharges ($Q = 0.11, 0.14, 0.17,$ and $0.20$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$).

Head-losses $\Delta h$ associated with the different trash-rack setups were determined according to $\Delta h = \Delta H - \Delta h_0$, where $\Delta H$ is the water level difference between piezometers P$_3$ and P$_1$ located up- and downstream of the trash-rack, respectively (see Fig. 1). The corresponding head-loss coefficient ($\zeta$) was computed according to $\Delta h = \xi v_{b3}^2/2g$, where $v_{b3}$ is the calculated bulk velocity (cross-sectional averaged velocity) at P$_3$ and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s$^{-2}$). The volume-based blockage ratio ($O_{bV}$) was calculated according to:

$$O_{bV} = \frac{O_{sv}}{O_{wV}} (1)$$

where $O_{sv}$ is the total volume of solid materials inside the control section and $O_{wV}$ is the total volume of the control section. The control section was defined based on a 500 mm high and 64 mm wide parallelogram polygon, i.e. according to the enclosing volume of rack III. We considered this as an adequate standardized method to characterize flow
blockage for the different trash-racks taking into account the overall trash-rack structure and not only the projected structure (Table 1).

2.2. Flow velocity and turbulence measurements

Velocity measurements at the entrance of the bypass channel were conducted using a down-looking Nortek Vectrino+ 3D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). The ADV was installed on an automated traverse system aligned with the centerline of the bypass channel. Overall, 20 sampling points, equally distributed in the streamwise and vertical direction across the ramp were measured (Fig. 1c) for a duration of 60 seconds and with a sampling frequency of 50Hz. The acquired ADV-data were post-processed using WinADV (Wahl 2002) applying phase-space threshold despiking according to Goring and Nikora (2002). The minimum correlation was set to 70% while the minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) level was set to 15 dB following Lane et al. (1998) and McLelland and Nicholas (2000). Sampling locations at which at least 30% of the velocity time-series was filtered out during despiking were discarded from further analyses. The ADV-data were used to calculate resultant velocities ($v_r = \sqrt{v_x^2 + v_y^2 + v_z^2}$ where $v_x$, $v_y$ and $v_z$ are the velocity components in x, y and z directions, respectively). The measurement grid size was 100 mm along the x, and 30-50 mm along the y axis.

Velocity measurements upstream of the trash-racks were carried out using the volumetric 3-component particle image-velocimetry system (V3V) of TSI. These measurements were carried out at the center of the trash-racks (in both transverse and vertical direction) to minimize disturbances from the flume walls and the free surface. The V3V-system consisted of a pulsed laser (Nd:YAG type, power output: 400 mJ) and
three-aperture, 4-Mega-pixel CCD cameras which were mounted outside of the flume. The V3V-system provided instantaneous velocity measurements in a 140x100x140 mm target volume in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ directions, respectively (voxel size: 2 mm), which were taken for a period of 200 seconds with a sampling frequency of 15 Hz. For the measurements, the flow was seeded with small polyamide particles with a diameter of 55 μm. The *Insight V3V 4G* software was used to post-process the V3V data (see detailed information about the method in Pothos et al. 2009). The size of each V3V dataset was reduced by removing the first three layers of cells at each face of the sampling cube due to the low reliability of these values at the boundaries. Based on data quality and experimental conditions, the size of the datasets varied between 100,000 and 130,000 measured instantaneous velocities within the sampled volume. In order to reduce the effect of outliers on the analysis only velocities were considered within the 0.1st and 99.9th percentiles of the velocity probability distribution. The V3V data was also used to calculate the normal velocities ($v_n$, perpendicular to the trash-rack) at the immediate upstream side of the racks as $v_n = v_x \sin(\beta) + v_y \cos(\beta)$.

Velocity measurements (both ADV and V3V) were carried out for flow discharges $Q = 0.17$ and 0.20 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$. For the following analysis, bulk flow conditions used for normalization of hydrodynamic parameters were determined at cross-section P4 assuming that this cross-section remained largely unaffected by the trashrack. For example, the bulk velocity at this cross-section was used to calculate bar Reynolds number $R_b = b \times v_{b4}/\nu$, where $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of the water ($10^{-6}$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) (Table 1).
The high resolution ADV- and V3V data were used to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) according to $TKE = \frac{1}{2} (\overline{u'^2} + \overline{v'^2} + \overline{w'^2})$ where $u'$, $v'$ and $w'$ are the velocity fluctuations components in the streamwise ($x$), transverse ($y$) and vertical ($z$) directions, respectively, and the overbar denotes temporal averaging (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993). Reynolds shear stresses were defined for the streamwise, horizontal ($\tau_{u'v'}$) and vertical planes ($\tau_{u'w'}$) according to $\tau_{u'v'} = -\rho \overline{u'v'}$ and $\tau_{u'w'} = -\rho \overline{u'w'}$, where $\rho$ denotes the water density (1000 kg m$^{-3}$). The acceleration components in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ direction ($a_u$, $a_v$, $a_w$, respectively) were computed according to:

$$a_u = \overline{U} \frac{\delta \overline{U}}{\delta x} + \overline{V} \frac{\delta \overline{U}}{\delta y} + \overline{W} \frac{\delta \overline{U}}{\delta z}$$

$$a_v = \overline{U} \frac{\delta \overline{V}}{\delta x} + \overline{V} \frac{\delta \overline{V}}{\delta y} + \overline{W} \frac{\delta \overline{V}}{\delta z} \quad (2)$$

$$a_w = \overline{U} \frac{\delta \overline{W}}{\delta x} + \overline{V} \frac{\delta \overline{W}}{\delta y} + \overline{W} \frac{\delta \overline{W}}{\delta z}$$

where $\overline{U}, \overline{V}, \overline{W}$ are the time-averaged velocity components in the $x$, $y$ and $z$ direction, respectively. The resultant acceleration ($a_r$) was calculated as $a_r = \sqrt{a^2_u + a^2_v + a^2_w}$.

In addition to turbulent kinetic energy and the convective acceleration, both the skewness and kurtosis were calculated using R scripts (R Development Core Team, 2017), while the curl ($\Omega$) was calculated using Matlab R2016a (MATLAB, 2016) according to:

$$\Omega_x = \frac{\delta W}{\delta y} - \frac{\delta V}{\delta z} ; \quad \Omega_y = -\frac{\delta W}{\delta x} + \frac{\delta U}{\delta z} ; \quad \Omega_z = \frac{\delta V}{\delta x} - \frac{\delta U}{\delta y} \quad (3)$$
where $\Omega_x, \Omega_y, \Omega_z$ are the curl determination to the x, y and z directions respectively. The curl magnitude ($\Omega$) was calculated as $\Omega = \sqrt{\Omega_x^2 + \Omega_y^2 + \Omega_z^2}$. Note that in the present paper we focus on the curl rather than vorticity in order to investigate the curl of the temporally averaged flow field (streamlines) instead of the instantaneous flow field.

Local minima and maxima of the curl field were determined based on the following criteria:

$$\left\{ \frac{d\Omega}{dx}, \frac{d\Omega}{dy}, \frac{d\Omega}{dz} \right\} = 0$$ (4)

The number of identified local minima and maxima, $I_{mi-ma}$ is herein used as an indicator of the local changes in rotational direction inside of the sampling volume.

2.3. Method of ecological evaluation

In order to assess the ecological performance of the tested trash-rack configurations the hydrodynamic parameters from the measurements were combined with the literature data on fish responses to hydraulic conditions (e.g Enders et al., 2012, Lacey et al., 2012, Larinier, 2002, Silva et al., 2011, 2012, Williams et al. 2012).
3. Results

In the following, we present results for the highest flow discharge $Q = 0.200 \text{ m}^3\text{ s}^{-1}$ only, as similar patterns were observed for the experiments conducted at $0.170 \text{ m}^3\text{ s}^{-1}$. Head-losses and respective head-loss coefficients are analyzed for all the tested flow discharges.

3.1. Head-loss related parameters

Fig. 2 provides an overview of measured head-losses and head-loss coefficients and reveals differences between the tested trash-rack configurations. Trash-racks with vertical-angled bars (racks III and IV) provided 3-7 times larger $\Delta h$ values compared to the other trash-rack configurations. Differences were also found between rack I and V (43% difference in head-loss) which are trash-racks with a PR bar shape. The effects of bar shape on both head losses and head-loss coefficients were also observed when the former configurations were tested with PH bars. At the same configurations but with PH bars the difference in head-loss dropped from 43% to 13% between rack II and VI. Therefore, the head-loss difference between trash-rack configurations was lower at configurations with PH bars.
Fig. 2. Head-loss values (m) under different flow rates from 0.110 up to 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ for the tested trash-rack types. The range of the head-loss coefficients (-) according to the different trash-racks are presented in red.

3.2. Bypass section

The flow rate through the bypass was measured based on flow velocity measurements. The $Q_b$ (Table 1) was doubled in configurations tested with vertical-angled bars compared to all the other trash-rack configurations. The discharge reduction was the lowest at both rack II and at rack VI.

Normalized velocity fields ($v_r^* = \frac{v_r}{v_{b4}}$) at the entrance of the bypass section are shown in Fig. 3a, b and c, for rack I, III and V, respectively. Considering that no significant differences in velocity patterns between PR and PH trash-rack types could be
identified, Fig. 3 presents the velocity fields for the PR trash-racks. The largest velocities were observed at the ramp crest for all tested configurations. Similar patterns were observed between rack I and rack V, with normalized velocities ranging from 0.4 to 1.5 ($v_r$ range: 0.16 m s$^{-1}$ - 0.60 m s$^{-1}$) and 0.4 to 1.1 ($v_r$ range: 0.16 m s$^{-1}$ - 0.44 m s$^{-1}$), respectively. Rack III created the highest velocities ($v_r$ range: 0.31 m s$^{-1}$ - 0.81 m s$^{-1}$, $v^*_r$ range: 0.8-2.1), which peak (~2.1) which was two times larger than the maximum values found at rack V (1.0-1.2 at the top of the ramp).

Fig. 3. Interpolated velocity fields at the entrance of the bypass section for (A) rack I, (B) rack III and (C) rack V. The interpolation is based on the normalized resultant velocities ($v^*$); each locations where the filtered ADV data were valid are presented on the figures (red dots).

Acceleration (see equation 2) was calculated between adjacent measurement points (Table 2). As for the flow velocities, the largest values were observed at the crest of the ramp. Moreover, largest accelerations were observed for trash-racks with vertical-angled bars (rack III and IV), for which acceleration values were 2 to 4 times higher than for the other configurations. The lowest $a_r$ was observed for the experiments with rack VI.
Due to the constriction of the bypass-flow by the ramp and the narrow channel geometry, vertical Reynolds shear stress \( \tau_{uu'} / \rho v_b^2 \) was analyzed at the entrance of the bypass (Table 2). Trash-racks with horizontal bars provided larger range of vertical Reynolds shear stress compared to the other configurations. Rack I and II had the lowest range. \( TKE^* \) \( (TKE^* = TKE/v_b^2) \) was also determined (Table 2) and highest values of \( TKE^* \) were found in the configurations with horizontal bars followed by vertical streamwise bars. Rack II and rack VI had the largest \( TKE^* \) in the bypass, while trash-racks with vertical-angled bars had significantly lower \( TKE^* \). Considering the effects of PR and PH bar profiles, it was observed that trash-racks with PH bar profiles generated larger \( TKE^* \) values, than their associated pairs with PR bars.

3.3. Flow hydrodynamics upstream of the trash-rack

Fig. 4a and b present the cumulated frequencies distribution of the resultant velocities \( v_r \) and the normalized transverse velocities \( v_r^* \), respectively. Additionally Table 3 presents the range of the \( v_r \) parameter, their associated normalized values and the calculated normal velocities. Differences appeared for all parameters among trash-rack configurations. The shape of the distribution of different configurations was identical. Resultant velocity was the lowest at the upstream side of the trash-racks with vertical-streamwise oriented bars while rack V and rack VI had intermediate velocities (ranges \( v_r = 0.34-0.40 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) and \( v_r = 0.41-0.46 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), respectively). The largest values were observed for rack IV, followed by rack III (ranges \( v_r \) at vertical-angled trash-racks= 0.58-0.67 m s\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 4a). Considering \( v_r^* \) (Fig. 4b) at rack III and IV, the transverse velocities were mostly negative indicating a predominant countercurrent flow direction.
(0.26 and 0.29, respectively on average), in contrast to the other trash-rack configurations where $v_p^*$ were mainly oriented towards to the bypass side (average varied between -0.1 and -0.03). Related to the normal velocities all configurations provided similar values (between 0.21 and 0.23 m s$^{-1}$) with the highest ($v_n = 0.233$ m s$^{-1}$) for horizontal trash-racks.

![Figure 4](image)

**Fig 4.** Cumulated frequencies of the (A) measured resultant ($v$) and the (B) normalized transverse ($v_t$) velocities at the upstream side of an alternative trash-rack. Data were originated from the V3V measurements from the experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow rate.

The normalized turbulent kinetic energy is presented in Fig. 5 and the range of $TKE$ and $TKE^*$ are presented in Table 3. The 2D planes (see Fig. 6 for the location of the planes)
show the interpolated values at specific slice of the sampled volume, for horizontal and vertical planes (streamwise oriented). Variations of $TKE^*$ in the vertical plane were minor compared to variations in the horizontal plane (Fig. 5). Differences in $TKE^*$ were also found among experimental configurations, within the same plane. Considering the vertical plane, $TKE^*$ was lower in experiments with rack II when comparing to rack IV and VI. For rack IV the highest values of $TKE^*$ were observed closer to the bars, while for rack VI higher values were observed not only close to the bars but also further upstream (Fig. 5c). For the horizontal planes (0.45 $z/h$ from the bottom), the lowest values were observed at the middle section of the slices for all the three configurations (Fig. 5d, e, f). In this plane the highest values of $TKE^*$ were found for rack II, towards the direction of the bypass (along Y=730), while for rack IV the largest values were found at the opposite side, closest to the bar openings. The distribution of $TKE^*$ for rack VI (Fig. 5f) differed from the remaining configurations with vertical bars. Horizontal bars were found to provide lower $TKE^*$ areas in the horizontal plane.
Fig 5. Interpolated TKE* fields in front of the tested trash-racks. The figures (A-C) on the top present the vertical TKE* field in 2D for (A) rack II, (B) rack IV and (C) rack VI, while the figures (D-F) on the bottom present the horizontal TKE* field in 2D for (D) rack II, (E) rack IV and (F) rack VI. The interpolation were based on the normalized turbulent kinetic energy, originated from the V3V measurements from experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow rate. The position of the bar elements are indicated at those projections where it is relevant to show on which side the bar elements were roughly.
Fig. 6. V3V sampled volume and the extracted data locations. (A) The sampled V3V region at the vicinity of a trash-rack. (B) Lateral view of the streamwise, vertical 2D plane from the V3V sampled volume, beside the bar positions of the horizontal trash-rack configurations are indicated. (C) Top view of the streamwise, horizontal vertical 2D plane from the V3V sampled volume with the adjacent bar positions of the vertical-streamwise trash-rack types (continuous black lines) and bar positions of the vertical-angled trash-rack types (dashed black lines). The continuous and the dashed red lines indicate the orientation from where the acceleration values were extracted.

The range of Reynolds shear stresses within the V3V sampling volume $\tau_{u'v'}^* \ (\tau_{u'v'}^* = \tau_{u'v'}/\rho v_B^2)$ and $\tau_{u'w'}^*$ are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b in terms of cumulated frequency distributions for racks II, IV and VI. The shapes of the cumulative curves are in general similar although the mean values differed. In fact, $\tau_{u'v'}^*$ for racks II and rack VI is approximately 0 (-1.35e-5 and 7.7e-5, respectively) while the value for rack IV was one order of magnitude larger (9.1e-4). Considering $\tau_{u'w'}^*$ the shape of the distribution for rack II differed from the shapes of the distributions for rack IV and VI indicating less variation in front of the vertical-streamwise trash-racks. The largest mean value for the
streamwise vertical Reynolds shear stress was observed at rack VI ($1.4\times10^{-3}$). The lowest $	au'_{u'w'}$ mean value was found at rack IV ($1.1\times10^{-3}$).

**Fig. 7.** Cumulated frequencies of the (A) normalized streamwise, horizontal Reynolds shear stress ($\tau'_{u'v'}$) and the (B) normalized streamwise, vertical ($\tau'_{u'w'}$) Reynolds shear stress at the upstream side of an alternative trash-rack. Data were originated from the V3V measurements from the experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow rate.

The normalized resultant accelerations ($a_r^* = a_r O_{bv}^*/v_b^2$) where $O_{bv}^*$ is the volume based blockage ratio projected on 1 m flume width, $O_{bv}^* = O_{bv} * 1$ m) were extracted from the V3V measurements along straight lines parallel to the bar orientation (Fig. 6b and c). Such lines coincide either with the centerline of a bar element (dashed red lines on Fig. 6b, c) or pass straight through between two bars (straight red lines in Figs. 6b and 6c).

The observed acceleration patterns were similar for the tested configurations with lower accelerations further upstream of the rack and increased values at the upstream side of the bars (Fig. 8). Additionally, the maximum values of $a_r$ and $a_r^*$ are presented in
Table 3. The lowest range in acceleration was found for rack II. The observed maximum acceleration was lower for both racks II and VI than for rack IV. Furthermore, different acceleration patterns were found in front and in between bars (bars-gaps, Fig. 8). Highest accelerations were found in the gaps. For both rack II and VI the acceleration through a gap evolved over 5-10 mm immediately upstream of the trash-rack, while rapid growing occurred over the last 35 mm at immediate upstream side of rack IV.

Fig. 8. Normalized acceleration ($a_r^*$) at the vicinity of a trash-rack towards to the bar elements. The 0 of the X axis indicates the downstream face of the V3V sampled volume. As the flow approaches the trash-rack from upstream the distance decreases. The acceleration values were extracted from the sampled volume along certain lines presented on Fig. 6B and C. The continuous lines reflect the acceleration pattern...
between two bar elements, in a gap, while the dashed lines reflect the acceleration pattern towards the centerline of a nearby bar element.

The third and fourth moments of the velocity time-series (skewness and kurtosis) were determined for configurations with aerodynamically shaped PH bar profiles (Table 4) as their associated head-loss values were always lower compared to the racks with PR bars. Considering the distributions of the measured velocities over time in a certain voxel (skewness), >90% of the data had symmetrical distribution for all three trash-rack configurations. The remaining <10% appeared at regions closest to the bypass. In view of the kurtosis data, >75% of the data appeared as leptokurtic and there was no attributable difference among the different trash-rack types. Both presented moments were introduced in order to provide more information, therefore better understanding about the data captured by V3V. Each local minimum and maximum within the computed curl of the velocity field was detected and summarized within the sampled volume for each configuration (Table 4). Their values show some variation among the three tested configurations, with the most rotational changes occurring for rack IV, which was 31% and 46% larger than those occurring for rack II and rack VI, respectively.
4. Discussion

In this study, we analyzed the effects of three trash-rack configurations with two different bar profiles on the hydrodynamics of the flow in order to provide basic knowledge for design of fish-friendly trash-racks that improve downstream passage and survival of migrating fish.

Head-losses differed largely among the trash-rack designs, with highest losses for classical trash-racks (vertical-angled, rack III and IV). This is likely due to the double deflection of the flow at the angled bars (Albayrak et al., 2014). Both head-losses and head-loss coefficients were lower for racks with vertical-streamwise bars (rack I and II) and lowest for the racks with horizontal bars (rack V and VI). In accordance with Raynal et al. (2013), we found that head-losses were lower for hydrodynamic than rectangular bars. Considering both orientation, angle and bar shape the best design (horizontal hydrodynamic bars) had head-losses at 12% of the worst (vertical with angled rectangular bars). Thus, racks with the combination of horizontal and hydrodynamic bars were performing particularly well in terms of head-losses, a trait of importance for hydropower production.

The blockage ratio was calculated as the blockage in a certain volume rather than the standard method, and by doing so we also obtained estimates of the amount of material required to construct each trash-rack type and thus material costs. Blockage ratio was not correlated with the head-losses and was lowest for the vertical-streamwise racks (45-50% lower than the other trash-rack types).

The diverted portion of the total flow to the bypass also varied among trash-rack configurations and was 75-100% higher in the vertical-angled types than in the
remaining tested configurations. This is likely due to the double deflection of the flow at these racks, which may have generated stronger backwater effects and additional secondary currents.

Water velocities in front of the trash-racks and at the bypass entrance varied largely among the grid designs with potential implications for fish behavior responses. The resultant velocities just in front of the racks (~105 mm to ~5) and at the bypass entrance were generally lowest for the vertical-streamwise racks while the horizontal trash-racks had the lowest velocities at the bypass entrance. In agreement with Raynal et al. (2014), that reported regions with higher velocities in front of vertical-angled trash-racks, resultant velocities were 40-70% higher in the vertical angled racks than for racks with streamwise bars (both vertical and horizontal). While both target species (Atlantic salmon and European eel) can burst swim against velocities exceeding 2 m s⁻¹ (Russon and Kemp, 2011, Videler, 1993), the general recommendation to minimize risk of impingements and injury on trash-racks is that normal velocity should not exceed 0.5 m s⁻¹ (DWA, 2005, Larinier, 2002). That criterion met at all of the cases. Considering resultant velocities in front of the trash-racks for the vertical-streamwise and horizontal configurations which are likely to be suitable for downstream passage of both species, whereas the vertical-angled may challenge the fish swimming capacity. While the resultant velocities exceeded 0.5 m s⁻¹ at the bypass entrance for both vertical-streamwise and horizontal racks, velocity values maintained below 0.7 m s⁻¹ and increased gradually through the ramp. In contrast, higher velocities were measured in experiments with vertical-angled racks, exceeding the 0.5 m s⁻¹ threshold and peaking at around the bypass entrance. Moreover, a more rapid change of velocities was observed through the ramp at the bypass entrance, and migrating fish are known to
avoid rapid changes in water velocity (Williams et al., 2012). Therefore, the hydraulic
conditions created by vertical-angled racks may also challenge the success of passage
through the bypass, by triggering evolved behavioral repulsion responses. Moreover,
vertical-angled racks caused rather high transverse velocities immediately in front of the
bars, with concurrent velocities resulting from the upcoming flow that had to turn
according to the bar angle in order to flow through the trash-rack, leading to higher
resistance for the approaching flow, and consequently higher $Q_b$. Overall, under similar
structural conditions (e.g. trash-rack angle, bar spacing, bar shape) angled trash-racks
with vertical-angled bars must be operated under lower flow rates to ensure lower
resultant velocities.

Altering acceleration schemes both, in front of the trash-racks and at the bypass-
entrance can potentially intensify negative responses by the target fish species. The
convective acceleration in front of the racks and at the bypass-entrance was the lowest at
rack VI while the highest was found in experiments with rack IV. Although maximums
at the bars and at the bypass-entrance were found for the same rack, still, in average
accelerations in the tested configurations did not exceed the threshold considered as
energetically optimum for swimming performance of salmon ($1 \text{ cm s}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}, \sim 1 \text{ body}
length/s$; Enders et al. (2012)). Nevertheless, the rapid accelerations found at the
vicinity of the racks for the rack III and IV, may lead to behavioral responses that can
compromise downstream migration of the specimens.

The analyzed turbulence parameters are also different among trash-racks configurations.
The turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) was found to be at least one order of magnitude
higher at the bypass entrance than in front of the bars. This is likely to be the result of
the flow contraction as the water approach to the bypass. Overall, turbulence was most
abundant for the vertical-streamwise and horizontal racks. However, large variation and
skewness of TKE data, in particular on the horizontal plane, may potentially bias the
results. High levels of turbulent kinetic energy may hamper fish movements (Silva et
al., 2011, 2012) and the present results represent a potential downside for trash-racks
with horizontal bars.

Reynolds shear stresses have been regarded as one of the main turbulent parameters
affecting fish swimming performance and behavior (Silva et al., 2011). Vertical-angled
racks created higher values of $\tau_{u'v'}$ shear stress in front of the bars than any of other
trash-rack configurations tested, likely a consequence of the bar orientations. Variation
in $\tau_{uw}$ shear stress was lowest at the vertical-streamwise rack, both in front of the rack
and at the bypass-entrance. In contrast, high variation of this parameter was found in
experiments conducted with the horizontal rack with hydrodynamic bars. The wide
range of negative values of negative Reynold shear stress values observed in this
configurations, suggest the presence of opposite tensions acting between the streamwise
and vertical direction of the flow. Such variation can be perceived by fish and may lead
to repulsion of fish for those areas, because studies have been shown that fish tend to
avoid areas of high Reynold shear stress (Silva et al., 2011).

It has been shown that fish swimming performance is affected by eddy characteristics
such as intensity, periodicity, orientation and size (Lacey et al., 2012, Silva et al., 2012).
Although we did not analyze such variables (the focus was on time-averaged data), we
estimated a curling index, which reflects rotational changes averaged over time in the
sampled V3V volume. This parameter could provide some insights on the degree of
“chaotic flow conditions” created by the different trash-racks configurations. The particularly high curl index for the vertical-angled rack bars may be driven by the orientation of the bars, suggest that this configuration creates a more chaotic hydraulic environment than the remaining configurations. Such an environment is expecting to be more challenging for fish, by decreasing stability and creating disorientation of the fish. Moreover, such environment is likely to induce variation on the behavioral response, which may lead to deviations from the natural migratory routes.

Based on the findings of the present study and the literature Table 5 provide an overview of the trade-offs of each tested trash-racks with regards to operational and ecological criteria.

In an operational perspective, vertical-streamwise trash-rack seems to be more advantageous than the other configurations. This type of trash-racks, which requires the minimum amount of material for construction and typically fit well into existing intake channels (see EPRI, 2007; Wahl, 1992), would generate relatively low head-losses and low diverted flow to the bypasses. However, while low head-losses would be advantageous for the HPP low flow in the bypasses may be a problem for fish, both in terms of the water depth in the bypass and the proportion of water allocated to the bypass. Vertical-angled trash-racks are also regarded as easy to operate, both because ‘classical’ trash-rack cleaners or scrapers can be used and they fit better into existing channels. On the other hand, the generated head-loss and the flow diverted to the bypass would be the highest and consequently the predicted performance loss of a HPP would be maximum for this type of trash-racks. Horizontal trash-racks seems to be worse in terms of construction and maintenance. The construction of this type of trash-racks is
somewhat more costly, as it requires more material. Furthermore, the maintenance of horizontal trash-racks is at present less developed, in particular in terms of available cleaning systems. Moreover, vertical-streamwise trash-racks and horizontal trash-racks diverge less flow to the bypass, which may reduce downstream passage efficiency. This may be compensated by increasing bypass area.

Indeed, from an ecological perspective horizontal trash-racks seem to be the best option to be adopted, followed by vertical-streamwise trash-racks. The hydraulic conditions (velocities, accelerations, turbulence, curl) just in front of the racks and at the bypass-entrance created by these configurations are within the thresholds that are considered to be suitable and that fit the biomechanical capacities of the target species (Atlantic salmon and European eel) (Chagnaud et al., 2007, DWA, 2005, Kroese et al., 1978, Larinier, 2002, Silva et al., 2016, Williams et al., 2012). In contrast, vertical-angled trash-racks seem to perform the worst from an ecological perspective. The high velocities and strong accelerations originated by these type of racks may trigger evolved behavioral responses in fish, which may disrupt their migratory pattern, causing delays, increased risk of predation and increasing swimming cost. Furthermore, these high velocities would increase risk of impingement, injury or mortality of fish on the trash-racks. Contrarily, the effects on fish of high velocities and accelerations at the top of the ramp can be deemed as twofold at the bypass-entrance, as these hydraulic conditions may also help fish to move downstream. If acceleration would exceed maximum fish swimming capacity, then fish may be drift downstream to the bypass. Such type of behavior was observed in Silva et al. (2016), in their study on the effects different designs of spillways on the downstream behavior of the Iberian barbel and the European eels. They found that above a certain velocity threshold, fish swimming capacity and
stability were compromised leading to the reduction in control and the consequent drifting over the spillway of individual of both species with different biomechanical skills. The high turbulent conditions both at the trash-racks and at the bypass entrance created by vertical-angled trash-racks may also be a problem for downstream migration of fish. High levels of turbulence and the chaotic flow dynamics (herein expressed as curl) may induce loss of stability and disorientation, deviations of the rheotaxis orientation and the migratory routes of fish (Enders et al., 2012, Lacey et al., 2012, Silva et al., 2012, Wilkes et al., 2017). To improve their ecological performance vertical-angled trash-racks need to be operated under lower flow discharges, what can have grave repercussions for the HPP.

In summary, our findings combined with the existent literature suggest the horizontal trash-racks followed by vertical-streamwise trash-racks as the best candidates for fish-friendly trash-racks that also imply minimum additional costs for the HPP. It is likely that the maintenance challenges can be solved by for example developing designated cleaning systems for horizontal bar racks.
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Table 1

Detailed information about the experimental setup: bar orientation, profile of the tested trash-racks, volume based blockage ratio ($O_{bv}$), bulk velocities ($v_{bd}$) at the furthest cross-section ($P_4$), with the associated bar Reynolds number ($Re_b$) and percentage of flow discharge in the bypass ($Q_b$). The values were obtained from experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bar-setup</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>$O_{bv}$</th>
<th>$v_{bd}$</th>
<th>$Re_b$</th>
<th>$Q_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rack I</td>
<td>Vertical-streamwise</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>3163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack II</td>
<td>Vertical-streamwise</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>3151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack III</td>
<td>Vertical-angled</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>3103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack IV</td>
<td>Vertical-angled</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>3100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack V</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>3160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack VI</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>3184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Mean acceleration ($a_r$), vertical Reynolds shear stress $\tau_{uw}^*$ and $TKE^*$ at the entrance of the bypass section, based on the ADV measurements. The values were obtained from experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a_r$ [m s$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>$\tau_{uw}^*$</th>
<th>$TKE^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack I</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack II</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack III</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>1.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack IV</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>1.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack V</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack VI</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*multiplied by 10$^3$

Table 3

Measured and normalized values of mean velocities [m s$^{-1}$], normal velocities [m s$^{-1}$] along the range of the turbulent kinetic energy [m$^2$ s$^{-2}$] and the maximum accelerations [m s$^{-2}$] originated by the V3V measurements. The values were obtained from experiments under 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ flow discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$v_r$ [m s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$v_r^*$</th>
<th>$v_n$</th>
<th>$TKE$</th>
<th>$TKE^*$</th>
<th>$a_r$</th>
<th>$a_r^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack I</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack II</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>1.4-2.3</td>
<td>9.0-15.0</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4-7.0#</td>
<td>9.0-45.0##</td>
<td>1.08###</td>
<td>1.10####</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack III</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack IV</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>1.4-2.6</td>
<td>9.0-17.0</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4-6.8#</td>
<td>9.0-45.0##</td>
<td>1.46###</td>
<td>2.91###</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack V</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack VI</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>1.4-3.3</td>
<td>9.0-21.0</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4-5.1#</td>
<td>9.0-32.0##</td>
<td>0.16###</td>
<td>0.32###</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*multiplied by 10$^3$

#values from the horizontal plane

###values from the bar oriented accelerations
Table 4
The Mean values of skewness and kurtosis and index of the curl (N) for racks II, IV and VI, under flow discharge of 0.200 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skewness [-]</th>
<th>Kurtosis [-]</th>
<th>Curl [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack II</td>
<td>-0.339</td>
<td>-9.608</td>
<td>0.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack IV</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-4.219</td>
<td>0.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack VI</td>
<td>-0.327</td>
<td>-8.822</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Summary of the operational (o) and ecological (e) advantages and disadvantages of each tested trash-racks for the development of fish-friendly structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Vertical-streamwise trash-racks (Rack I-II)</th>
<th>Vertical-angled trash-racks (Rack III-IV)</th>
<th>Horizontal trash-racks (Rack V-VI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operational questions</td>
<td>Required material</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance complexity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrofitted built in</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-losses</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverted discharge</td>
<td>+ (o) / (e)</td>
<td>- (o) / + (e)</td>
<td>+ (o) / - (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass section$^#$</td>
<td>Velocities</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerations</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream of the racks$^#$</td>
<td>Velocities</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerations</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence + Curl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\#$Based on the literature existent for salmon and eel // + recommended/advantageous – not recommended/disadvantageous +/- under certain conditions